KEEPING EVERYONE TOGETHER

Changing the approach to a common civil society activity to give
mutual ownership of any and all to any and all

THE RATIONALE

The GMSL observes that the lack of real ownership of CSO exercises to improve bio-stocks resulted in their near total failure

The GMSL changes the lens: A tree is not simply a bit of flora but rather, the unifier of many people, ideas and agenda

A commonly advantageous, non-invasive, non-threatening, non-competitive cause had a tendency to bring people together and keep them together

The GMSL understood that the improvement of green cover had to be treated from multiple angles

When people become enthusiastic about something, they collectivize and volunteer their own capabilities, abilities and material resources to support it

KEEPING EVERYONE
TOGETHER

Changing the
approach to a
common civil society
activity to give
mutual ownership of
any and all to any and
all

At commencement,
the GMSL had no idea
that this would
become a push-pull
type of endeavour.
Approaching the
matter with ownership
in mind, a deeper
insight was obtained
through the practice
into the dynamics of
human-environment
harmony
Young, old, official, unofficial, enforcement, regulatory, community
– everyone pulled together as one

THE OUTCOME
I didn’t really
have to
mobilize the
people, they
did it
themselves Anura
We have to
get them to
prune their
trees,
otherwise
there is no
point to giving
them trees for
their home
gardens, they
are already
choking Suranjan

If trees could speak
they would certainly
have had a few things
to say about what the
communities did but it
was enough that the
people spoke,
casually, almost inpassing, about what
all of this mean to
them.

When I looked
at the work
we needed to
do it looked
impossible.
Then the
community
stepped in.
We only have
them a few
things. They
provided the
rest - Amal

The youth of the community
- came into their own

From watershed green cover management to home garden green cover management
– we took care of everything with everyone contributing

In the end, the
effectiveness of
something like this
lies in the durability of
the outcomes. A tree
planted must outlive
the planter.
To ensure this, the
first 36 months are
crucial. Project Life
Cycles do not permit
oversight over such a
long period.

This is at present, a
work-in-progress and
as mentioned, the true
durability of the
intervention will only
This is why community
be seen two years
cohesion and
past
the end of the
enthusiasm are so
project.
The
GMSL has
important. Without it,
lived in these climes
there would be no
long-term oversight.
for decades. It will
Without it, this would
continue to be
degenerate into yet present and see how it
another failed CSO
all pans out in the end.
effort.

Despite the fact that the approach and the outcomes seems to provide signs that this is a best practice, the GMSL is guarded on
claiming it to be so since the actual effectiveness of any green cover improvement lies years into the future

